CDS9
The 4th generation of Cash Recycling Systems

Changes the way you look at cash

CDS9 changes the way you look at cash
Handling cash can be a time consuming and costly internal dispute. It can also be a simple and
efficient procedure with minimal human involvement, giving optimal accuracy. CDS9 enables complete automisation, switching your focus from cash management to value creating business.

40 years of experience of cash processing solutions
SCAN COIN was founded in 1966 and is the leading supplier of cash handling
systems, delivering innovative solutions of high quality. The extended experience
has lead to in-depth knowledge of customised solutions which is now put into the
fourth generation of self-service machines, CDS9. It offers the bank a secure and
reliable cash solution in a modern award winning design.
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A bank’s optimal cash manager
CDS9 is the bank’s premium self-service partner for complete automisation of coin deposit and note
recycling, maximising the service for private as well as retail business customers. You get a secure and
reliable solution with the latest technology in a modern design, combined with a mature software with optimised features. Stay on-line with full connectivity and take your business one level higher.

Save money through an efficient cash process
The complete automisation of cash handling shows fast returns
through increased efficency, staff savings and improved cash
flows, that can easily be integrated into CIT routines.

Give your staff a more profitable role
CDS9 releases the staff from manual cash handling, enabling
them to focus on more profitable consulting-based services.

Offer your customers 24 hours service
Self-service around-the-clock maximizes customer service by
improving the accessibility of smooth and quick transactions.

Feel safe with proven technology
Extreme reliability and durability is evolved out of the many
years of experience.

Designed for maximum ease of use
The interaction of the user and the machine is carefully thought
through and user friendly, well suited for people with disabilities.
The design is winner of the Red Dot award.

Create a modern bank lobby and strengthen the brand
Customise the unit to your corporate brand and create a modern
lobby in line with your graphic profile.

Stay connected
Through the software BankingOne the machine can be
connected on-line to any existing banking network,
enabling a detailed and accurate reporting system for
administration and management. Through the network the
machine can also be monitored from any remote position.

Winner of the prestigious Red Dot award
You have proved your know-how and competed with the best in your industry in one of the largest competitions... The clear and discreet design of the
CDS9 radiates trustworthiness, user-friendliness and reliability.

Designed for maximum availability and ﬂexible conﬁguration
Easy to use

Best in class bulk coin deposit

- Coin recognition and suspect coin detection
- Coin validation sensor approved by ETSC

Bundle note deposits and optional recycling
- Leading-edge technology
- Maximum security against counterfeit notes
- Correspondance to ECB article 6

Latest anti-skimming card reader technology
- Reads magnetic and IC cards
- Retract functionality

- Well thought through user interface
- Guiding lights and audio support
- Designed for people with disabilities

Optimal security

- Certified note safe with gas explosion protection
- Portrait camera
- Prepared for alarm systems

Highest uptime

- Removal of foreign objects
- State-of-the-art technology for highest uptime
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